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Abstract— Developing web based learning courses usually requires a lot of programming efforts to provide session management. Our system is designed to enable authors to develop easily learning courses. In this paper, we describe the adaptable, the interactive, and the communicative features of the environment. Authors are supported in many ways to develop and manage courses via an online interface. We present in this study, an authoring and management system which allows the creation of interactive learning object within a e learning platform on the Internet. For the design of this system, we stated with the assumption that the content of distance teaching is not just to put online the content used for classroom teaching. In addition to the classical functions such as editing and formatting a text, the system is enriched with functions to cater for the needs of the teacher designing the course content. The users can thus generate automatically the table of contents, create questions for evaluation purpose and manage the bibliographical references. The graphical construction of the content allows an easy manipulation and a better course structure for a later adaptation to the learner’s profiles. We started experimenting with the system at the University of Setif in collaboration with a group of computer science teachers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Web based learning has grown strongly during the last years. While in the beginning most web based courses consisted only of a collection of static HTML-pages or pdf-pages (mostly simple translations of already existing courses), a lot of sophisticated based learning systems emerged in recent time. The former systems could be easily created by authors using simple authoring tools, but these systems were not much more than copies of textbooks and lacked any adaptively and guidance that would be needed to support learners when learning a new topic on their own. On the other hand, most current more sophisticated learning systems are proprietary solutions and can only be built by experienced programmers and skilled web-based instruction authors.

The content is defined as a set of structured teaching and learning experiments (content objectives, skills objectives, specific objectives, different routes and progression rules, teaching and training activities, etc.) planned and offered under the direction of an educational institution in order to achieve predetermined educational goals. It thus includes the course itself (text, images, animated images, sounds and video, self-evaluation exercises and recommendations) and training scenarios designed by the teacher for the intended learner [14].

In the domain of distance learning, the content development is an important stage of the design of teaching process. Indeed, the content is often regarded as an input parameter to an educational system. We consider that the contents, while focusing on knowledge relative to a given subject, must also be concerned with didactic resources necessary for acquisition, by the learner, of this knowledge in teaching and learning situations. Indeed on line course requires a very specific scenario and a structured presentation. Once that information is accessible on Internet, it does not necessarily mean that we have obtained a training system if we did not think about the way in which people will access the information and what they will use it for. It is important to clearly represent the information and knowledge on the structural level and to think and decide which strategy and diffusion means to use.

Interactions quality is very important in the teaching process, requiring powerful and active scenarios of communication for the learner. Sometimes this requirement for quality imposes on the teachers a complete recasting of their courses and the manner in which they design them. This raises the need to propose authoring systems for distance teaching.

II. OVERVIEW OF AUTHORING SYSTEMS

An Authoring System is a computer tool, which makes it possible for the users to create, modify and delete training material. The essential goal is to make it possible for the end-users to manipulate the content. It is a system that helps people who are not information technology specialists to develop teaching modules in a convenient and fast way. For example books or catalogues of product on CD-ROM, of information or training supports in an Intranet, etc. It includes:

* Learning methodology definition
* Information modularity
* Objective based approach
* Multimedia objects development

Many authoring systems propose either a compatibility with HTML environment, or an extension allowing the applications deployment on the network. The following characteristics are expected in an Authoring System:

* Accessibility to non-programmers
An authoring system has a set of tools that allow the user on one hand to be able to import, to manipulate or produce the various types of information (textual, visual or sound) to be included in hyper-document (for example, tools for graphic creation, animation and assembly). On the other hand, it gives the user the possibility of designing the hyper-document structure (nodes and links) and its graphical interface (node format, types of buttons controlling the connections, etc.). The authoring systems may or may not offer the hyper-document author the possibility to use a programming language to define different hyper-document functions.

During this last decade, several works concentrated on the design and implementation of ITS authoring systems. Tom Murray listed more than two dozen of references in his recent study. Among these systems we mention here as examples: CREAM-tools, Eon, Iris, Training Express, etc. (Murray, 1999). These systems are classified in seven categories according to the type of ITSs they produce. These categories are: curriculum sequencing and planning, tutoring strategies, device simulation and equipment training, domain expert system, multiple knowledge types, special purpose and intelligent/adaptive hypermedia.

Given that ITSs are often described as having four main components (domain module, tutoring module, student model and student interface), the authoring systems must therefore theoretically include all the necessary tools allowing to construct these components. Nevertheless, it has to be recognized that, very few systems require from the author to construct every thing needed. The other systems are limited usually to tools for constructing one, two or at limit three components among the four. The remaining components are generally predefined in a pattern of ITS and the author is solicited only to introduce necessary parameters for their functionality [10], [16].

### III. EXISTING COURSEWARE AUTHORING SYSTEMS

The distinctive characteristic of Learning Content Management System is to make it possible for individual teachers who have little or no knowledge of HTML or other web oriented programming languages to design and offer online educational contents. The development tools should be integrated in an environment, which will allow the teachers to create Web pages, upload documents and create on line tests and questionnaires and to add components like electronic mail and discussion forums [15]. These systems should also contain management tools that can be used for students’ registration and necessary follow-up. Usually, course management systems are designed for educational institutions and offer reduced costs similar integrated tools for content creation. They offer generally various levels of student’s record management and follow-up of their progress. They seldom support a third party tools.

There are a number of course management systems available but very few are dedicated specifically to be integrated in a distance teaching platform. These systems differ from each other due to the nature (course, evaluation materials and the learner self-evaluation) and the content representation (summary, tree, graph, etc.). The majority of these systems use either a format that requires a client (client software to allow the learner access to the content) or propose procedures to export the HTML format. Teaching platforms via the Web integrate an authoring system for content creation and management within the system. These systems do not include the bibliographical references management. In the following we will present some well known systems. A comparative list of course management systems in open source can be found in [6].

Serpolet and Cognifer: SERPOLET (Educational and Training system) of A6-MediaGuide Company is a complete and adaptable platform to organize, plan, learn, follow up and manage. It is made up of course editors, sequences, hypertext and multi-media. It uses a synchronous and asynchronous teaching approach. It works under Windows NT/95/98, DOS, UNIX and OS/2 environments. In addition A6-Media Guides Company developed COGNIFER which is a platform for university education. This platform which works with SERPOLET, allows the development, organization, planning, training, follow-up and the administration of a particular program.

SERPOLET and COGNIFER are designed for professionals in teaching and communication who are able to integrate, with method, all expertise in the field: teaching, didactic, media [3].

Blackboard learning system: Blackboard Learning System allows the educational institutions, companies and commercial or governmental educational services suppliers to offer administrative services, of community or another on line educational service. Blackboard course management system offers tools for course content creation, a robust evaluation engine, synchronous and asynchronous tools for collaboration and a set of commands for the teachers. Blackboard Building BlocksSM module proposes an open architecture allowing training applications, the interfaces and the system services to interact without discontinuity with the Blackboard platform. The existing tools Building Block allow for example content management, wireless communication and functionality.

Moreover, Blackboard pledges the accessibility of E-education platforms. "We are using the best tools in the accessibility field to grant our software the standards regulation regarding accessibility", [2].
WebCT: can be used flexibly to create entire online courses, or to publish materials that supplement existing courses. All interaction with WebCT takes place through a web browser. Essentially a WebCT course consists of a series of linked HTML pages that define a path or "road-map" through the course material. The course content is supplemented by WebCT tools which can be built into the course design by simply dragging the appropriate tool icon onto the web page. The interface gives access to a complete map of the course which makes it possible to visualize or modify the course. It also allows the management of information about the students. WebCT allows the user to adapt the appearance of the interface according to each course. There are many tools available for the student to organize his/her documents, for assistance, to publish his/her work and for self-evaluation. This platform envisages three roles: administrator, course creator (teacher) and student. WebCT supports on line course, makes it interactive by adding to it, in a structured and contextualized way, communication and evaluation activities as well as a certain number of tools which enrich the student’s workspace. The media used are all the kind supported by Internet standard protocols and the existing navigators. For 3 media, texts, fixed or animated images, tests, WebCT either creates or imports the teaching materials [17].

Claroline: Claroline (classroom online) allows the teacher to design, manage and create their courses through the Web. It makes it possible for the students to follow these courses and to participate in discussion concerning these courses. The platform has tools for forum discussion, work publication, calendar, documents sharing, links management, quiz, etc. Claroline is a dynamic and modular space, allowing a progressive engagement of teaching in a reflective educational approach. Its ease of use allows an immediate appropriation and a fast perception of the benefit of the use of Internet in a course. This speed for getting used to this kind of environment helps to motivate the teachers and often leads them to work more on the method, to even take part, via their advises and their requirements formulation, for Claroline development. Claroline does not impose the use of complex tools or suggest a particular method. It functions, as far as possible, as a simple support to the teachers’ choices according to their discipline requirements, their teaching model and to the public they are addressing. Developed in PHP/MySQL, the platform is currently available in several languages. It is open-source software, thus its use is completely free.

Ganesha: Ganesha is a simple platform that concentrates on the education aspect and does not require deep knowledge of the Internet. The training module consists of files accessible via Internet. These files include: course support, multiple-choice questionnaires, tests, animations, simulations and a data management system that keeps track of students’ information such as scores, etc. During training sessions, trainees and trainers use collaborative tools. The session alternates between work on Internet and preparation work. The distance teaching platform is the software tool which creates and integrates the modules and manages the sessions. The courses exist in various formats (Excel, PowerPoint and Word documents) and are used as they are, on the basis of the principle that the Net surfers will print them. Course complements include all what Internet can bring in term of dynamic explanation, interactive and multi-media. The objective is to develop course complements. Tests are designed and used to check the course understanding.

The emphasis is on the asynchronous tools which do not introduce a time constraint. The tutor must be able to consult the group activity, to intervene in the discussion forum, to answer e-mail and to manage a planning for the courses need. The platform is open, dynamic, simple and accessible via a standard computer and an internet connection. Ganesha is an open-source platform developed in PHP/MySql and it is available for free use [8].

Cose: Cose is a virtual training environment designed and implemented by "Staffordshire University Enterprises Ltd". It has two interfaces: an interface dedicated to the teachers so that they can create their course and an interface dedicated to the students so that they can access these courses easily. It provides tools for educational environment creation and gives the possibility for the environment to be developed in a coherent manner, i.e. which allows a good practice. Using this tool the user can exploit a broad range of media [4].

IV. AVUNET ENVIRONMENT

AVUNET (Algerian Virtual University) is a Multilanguage environment for distance education making use of the new information and communication technology specifically Internet and hypermedia. It has a structure (Fig 1) close to that of LearningSpace, TopClass, Librarian or WebCT. Based on client-server architecture, the platform is developed in PHP/MySQL and is software independent. The data set is stored on the server in a centralized database [5]. AVUNET platform contains three systems:

1. A production authoring system contains the necessary tools for tasks' production. It contains amongst other things a content design environment and an evaluation space to improve the learner knowledge and abilities.
2. A communication and management server made up of several modules. An information module which contains the various files and data needed by the user's teaching or training activities, A cooperative and communication module which has the means to make it possible for users to interact with each other, to accomplish team works or to take part in discussions. In order to favor the co-operative learning, the interfaces are conceived in such a way to make the presence of the others known by providing indication of their availability and their remarks on the teaching material.
3. A help system which makes it possible for the learner to obtain assistance or advice or an adaptation of the environment from the computer system. The objective of the designed system is to give the learner the possibility to locate him/herself with respect to time and space during a training session. The learner is presented with a chart of courses and visited pages, thus enabling him/her to have an explicit representation of the virtual space. Various visualization levels are set up in order to make the chart more visible and not overloaded. A temporal panel is displayed permanently allowing the learner to monitor and optimize the training time. The user has also the possibility to access online help and a glossary containing the terms frequently found on Internet and likely to be misunderstood by beginner. The system gives access to a set of tools: notebook, diary, work plan, etc. [11].

![Fig. 1: AVUNET environment simplified architecture](image)

V. AUTHORING SYSTEM PROTOTYPE

Objectives and content design approach: Our objective is to design and implement an authoring system for content design in a format directly accessible by the learner. It is a matter of proposing a representation model for the content related to the topic being taught, taking into account the perspectives of educational domain and pedagogic [12]. Our idea is to create and organize an online access environment to a rich and varied content, which can support course development, planning and implementation teaching and some aspects related to learner modeling (Fig 2).

Our contents design approach supports three prospects for topic organization: domain, pedagogy and didactic. In this approach the domain aspect is achieved by a model, which represents and organizes the domain knowledge based on the existing logical links. The organization of the objectives consists in particular in modeling the necessary preconditions to their realization and studying the impact that an objective can have on domain knowledge. Didactic dimension amounts to producing a model that defines and organizes the different tactical means necessary to the teaching of the considered topic [6].

Pedagogic and graphical map definition: The quality of a teaching platform on Internet is based mainly on the information (textual and/or graphic) organization, the navigation flexibility and the interactivity. The design of a teaching platform on Internet supposes the analysis of the needs and the site relevance. The needs' analysis will help in answering the following questions:

* What are the needs of the educational platform: interactivity, exercises, simulations, information retrieval, data processing, etc?
* Why use the Internet: distance learning, computer-assisted co-operative work, interactive learning, pedagogic advising, etc?
* Who are concerned: academicians, distance learners, training for companies, general public, etc?
* What are the technical considerations to take into account: computer power, screen type and size, multi-media, Internet network, etc?
* And finally how is the time distributed on the project?

The teaching design consists in: defining the goals and the objectives, structuring the contents, setting the teaching strategies, designing the interface parameters, building the flow chart, designing the screen pages models and writing the content of the screen pages [13], [16].

System architecture: AVUNET Authoring system allows an teacher to design a pedagogical content for distance education within the virtual University. The goal of this system is to allow the creation of courses that can be used by different teachers. Each teacher can personalize his/her course based on the objectives and problems related to the concerned course. For that purpose it is recommended to decompose the material in learning objects that are independent from each others as much as possible. Each teacher can create his/her course by choosing from a database of learning objects the ones that respond to the course's objectives and problems. These learning objects are organized in such a way to create a coherent network.

VI. COURSE DESIGN MODULE

Course Design Interface allows the integration objects of different types (such as images, equations, diagrams, questionnaires ...) and an organization based on several criteria (chapter, detail level). Moreover it will manage various facilities of path to follow: synopsis, index and glossary. These points would allow the students to take a nonlinear lecture adapted to their needs. They can check the knowledge obtained by solving exercises [7].

The course composition is made easy by the fact that each portion of the course (exercise, theoretical part, examples) is independent of the linear structure of the document. We thus decompose the course in distinct entities and design objects from the given data.

We adopted a three level hierarchical model to represent a course document:

* The basic elements are the objects that we insert: images, diagrams, equations, texts, etc. They cannot contain any other object.
* The first type of composite objects can contain only basic objects. Such an object can for example be a theorem, an example, a exercise, etc.

* The second type of composite objects can contain all the types of objects: basic and composite objects. It could be the entire course, a chapter, a subsection, or an exercise sheet.

Course design module allows the development of the course on line, with all qualities of text processing and Web sites editor. One will be able in particular to insert various elementary objects, such equation, diagrams, links, images, etc. Moreover one will be able to visualize an outline of the generated course. Models in the forms of style sheets developed according to the teaching plan are available to work the course details [5].

VII. ASSESSMENT MODULE

Evaluation role within the system: The evaluation is a fundamental aspect and impossible to circumvent in education. It is indeed crucial that the teacher can evaluate what the students have understood and what they did not. It is also important for the students, during their training, to be able to evaluate their knowledge. There are several ways on how to evaluate a learner. The most used evaluation types are diagnosis evaluation, the formative evaluation, the training evaluation and the summative evaluation.

The function of evaluation has an important role within the framework of the training method proposed by the authoring system. In addition to the traditional roles of any evaluation tool, the authoring system evaluation function must make it possible for the learner to distinguish the concepts already learned from those not learned yet. Consequently the facility of spreading out the learning process over several periods of time must be available [3].

This evaluation thus has double objectives. One it must make it possible for the teacher to propose, at the start of each learning object, either a pre-test, or a test of pre-requisites. Second it must also make it possible for learners to self-evaluate at the end of each learning object by proposing an exit test.

The various types of possible questions in the evaluation module are as follows: question with simple answer, question with multiple choices, fill in the missing text, make correspondence between two lists, or order a given set of elements.

Actually the self-evaluation has a very important role within the system since it is the learner who decides to be evaluated or not. The teacher makes at the disposal of the learner a questionnaire allowing him/her to check the progress. The evaluation is an integral part of the learning process. Moreover, it is the learner who decides by him/herself whether the obtained result in the evaluation is sufficient to consider the material has been understood.

Questionnaire design: In AVUNET authoring system, we implemented a module for learner's evaluation and self-evaluation. Only the teacher in charge of the course can access this module in design mode. Each questionnaire is associated with a learning object. In this mode, the user can create a new questionnaire or open an existing questionnaire. The user must be able to choose whether the questionnaire is intended for the general evaluation or the self-evaluation (should the response time be fixed or not). He/she has the possibility of choosing the grading system for each question and for the whole questionnaire (number of correct answers, percentage, mark out 20, etc.). It is possible to illustrate the question by a text, image and possibly an audio or video file. A feedback is associated to each response in the form of a detailed comment.

Once the questionnaire is finished, it is saved on the platform server. The learner can access it via the web navigator or learner interface. The user chooses the questionnaire of the concerned subject. Based on the questionnaire the learner can either take a general evaluation or a self-evaluation. In self-evaluation mode, the user has the choice between having the questions (and even the answers) in order or in a random order. He/she must be able to choose between displaying the answers instantaneous or wait until the end. The evaluation process is done while moving forward from one question to another with the possibility of returning backward. At the end of the questionnaire, in self-evaluation mode the grade as well as the correct answers and feed back are displayed. In evaluation mode, the results are recorded on the server and/or sent by email to the concerned teacher.

We have designed and implemented a tool to handle the answers given by learners during the automatic evaluation. This tool is used also to analyze the grades of group learners: display learners' lists and their grades, compute the averages, maximum and minimum grade, etc. This option gives the possibility to the learner to compare him/herself to other users automatically. This comparison is also an interesting way for the user to see where he/she stands comparatively to others [6].

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION

AVUNET Authoring System is a client tool designed and implemented in DELPHI under window platform using object oriented techniques. We adapted a progressive approach in integrating functions offered to the teacher through a simple graphical interface. Because the kernel is independent from the interface the system can be adapted very easily to the teacher's requirements.

In the current version of the system the course creation and learner evaluation modules are working properly. The teacher can use Authoring System to design a course based on a preset graphical and pedagogical chart. The summary (or table of content) is generated automatically as the teacher is inserting the material. The content classical manipulations are available through the graphical interface bar tools.
The learner evaluation module allows the design of questionnaires for evaluation and self-evaluation. The questionnaires are saved on the platform server to be used in the learner mode. Also, the system can generate the pedagogical bag for the learner. We are working on the implementation and integration of the remaining modules (references management, annotation and marking and graphical manipulation of the content).

Fig. 2: Authoring system simplified architecture

IX. SYSTEM EVALUATION

Experiment protocol: The experimentation is an important phase of the prototype implementation, since it enables us to validate the view that we have of the system. We have started testing the current version of the system in real situation within the teaching activities of the teachers. A limited number of teachers (Department of Computer Science, University of Ferhat Abbas, Setif, Algeria) have participated in the experiment. The essential objective of this study is to find out whether the use of this system has any effect on the perception that teachers have concerning the construction of pedagogical content for online teaching. Also, we would like to know what the users' interest level is in our system. The users were asked to fill in an evaluation questionnaire. Here are the main questions given in the questionnaire:

* What is your function or title?
* What subjects do you teach?
* Under which environment do you work (Windows, MacOS, Linux or others)?
* Which software do you currently use to deliver your courses and/or supporting material for your courses (Word, PowerPoint, etc.)?
* Would you be willing to train on a tool that helps to design and deliver online courses?
* Did you deliver or are you currently delivering online courses?
* If yes, which tools do you use to design and create your online courses (FrontPage, DreamWeaver, etc.)?
* What are the main advantages of these tools?
* What are the main disadvantages of these tools?
* Would you be ready to invest some of your valuable time to learn and use another tool?

System questionnaire: After the teachers have used the system, we asked them to fill in an evaluation questionnaire about our system. The users were asked to make the most objective possible assessment on the system. Here are the main questions given in the questionnaire:

* What system functions did you test?
* What are the tasks that you were not able to achieve?
* What are the functions that you think must be part of such a system?
* What are the functions that must be added to the system?
* Is it important for you to have the facility to configure the general aspect of the interface?
* Do you prefer to recover your data via cut/paste or drag and drop?
* Which functions are missing from the interface? Or which functions do you think need to be changed to optimize the use of this system?
* Do you prefer to be guided in your actions or to be completely free when preparing your course presentation?
* What do you think of automatizing the task of re-using parts of an existant course?
* Did you notice any bugs in the interface? If yes, please report them to us?
* Give us any remarks (needs, special attention, any thing that might improve and/or make the environment easy to use)?

Teacher questionnaire: In order to collect some information about the teachers, we asked them some questions which relate primarily to their previous experience in course design and creation. Here are some sample questions extracted from the evaluation questionnaire.

* Are you interested in learning how to build on-line teaching materials for your courses?
* Have you ever used computerized tools to design and create your courses?
* Under which environment do you work (Windows, MacOS, Linux or others)?
* What software do you currently use to design your courses and deliver online courses?
* Is it important for you to have the facility to configure the general aspect of the interface?
* Do you prefer to recover your data via cut/paste or drag and drop?
* Which functions are missing from the interface? Or which functions do you think need to be changed to optimize the use of this system?
Discussion: The participants showed a real interest in the system where the essential tools, to create and manipulate pedagogical content, are available via a unique interface. They found out that the graphical interface made the system very easy to use. The overall organization of the interface is appropriate for the teachers, both on the level of the window distribution on the screen and on the level of the components (icons or names given to the tools for example). However, some users had some remarks concerning the icons we have used. Indeed, we created ourselves some icons, such as the opening and closing arrows of course object panels, or the icons representing each object. The tasks associated with these icons would have been more intuitive if we had re-used windows standardized icons for example.

The users appreciated the presence of a detailed plan of the course by components in a separate window. However, some of them would have also wished that the architecture of the course be marked visually on the level of the provision of the objects in the course. The current interface indeed makes it possible to define titles for each part. It could be interesting to improve this graphic aspect, while revealing visible containers for each part.

The functionalities which we implemented were also appreciated by the users, in particular the creation of teaching objects. Indeed, the concept of object on which our prototype rests seems a good solution to facilitate course composition. However, some of these functionalities were limited compared to the users’ expectation. Indeed, several remarks were raised, in particular on objects management, the export formats proposed and on a possible multi-user version of Authoring system.

Many teachers expressed the desire to be able to import data in different formats (rtf, txt and HTML). The next version of our system will have this possibility. Other teachers would like to have the possibility to export their new courses in other formats (for example PDF which makes the printing easy). They would like also to have the facility to create labs and/or worksheets.

X. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

Several courses have been developed with our authoring system. They are used at university of Setif in Algeria. Up to now, most courses are written in French. Because our system is simple, many different authors from many disciplines developed courses in different domains. Authoring System has been used for “learning on demand” settings, as well as for supplementing courses at universities and adult education. For example, several courses on computer science are used by students to prepare lessons and exams, while two courses on Operating System and Data Bases are available world-wide for training purposes. Accordingly, the courses differ widely in structure and features to suit the specific settings. Experiences with these courses show that users can learn easily and successfully.

AVUNET platform interface provides an easy access to the available resources and to the various integrated tools. The teachers can create and deploy teaching material in an easy way using this system. It gives the users the possibility of creating course and related exercises for evaluation or self-evaluation. We have started experimenting with the use of the system in real teaching situation. This experimentation allows us to collect information on the effective activities of the users. We can thus validate or question certain technical choices and determine with more precision the adaptations that have to be made to the integrated tools. We continue the development of AVUNET authoring system and particularly the references management module. We are currently working to see what contribution the XML technology can add to content modeling and structure [1]. We are also investigating the possibility of integrating the cooperation and intelligence to the system [9], [16].
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